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Abstract. The positivity conditions of the spin density matrix constrain the spin observables of the
reaction p¯p→ ΛΛ, leading to model-independent, non-trivial inequalities. The formalism is briefly
presented and examples of inequalities are provided.
INTRODUCTION
The strangeness-exchange reaction p¯p→ ΛΛ has been studied at low energy by the
PS185 collaboration with the antiproton beam of the LEAR facility at CERN. Exper-
imental data on spin observables with a transversely-polarized proton target have been
published [1, 2]. This contribution is devoted to the inequalities relating two or three
spin observables, which can be derived either empirically or by imposing positivity con-
ditions to the density matrix.
EMPIRICAL APPROACH
In Ref.[3], a number of inequalities among the spin observables has been written down.
The method consists in generating randomly the real and imaginary parts of the complex
amplitudes, computing the various observables and plotting one observable against
another. Each observable Oi is typically normalized as −1 ≤ Oi ≤ +1. If a pair of
randomly-generated observables, {Oi,O j}, covers the whole square [−1,+1]2, there is
no correlation between these observables. Very often, however, the domain is restricted
to a disk or a triangle inner to the square, revealing that there exists an inequality of the
type O2i +O2j ≤ 1, or 4O2j ≤ (Oi +1)2, which can be derived by inspecting the explicit
expressions of these observables.
This method can be extended to the case of a triplet of observables. Examples of
such plots are given in the figure. In the third plot, an inequality O21 +O22 +O23 ≤ 1 is
observed, with obvious consequences for the projections,such as O21 +O22 ≤ 1. In the
fourth plot, however, the {O1,O2,O3} domain is limited by a cubic surface, but there is
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no restriction on each {Oi,O j} pair.
 Pol, Cll, (Random amplitudes)  Cnn, Cml, (Random amplitudes) 
 Pol, Cll, Cml, (Rand. amp.) 
 Pol, Ana, Dnn, (Rand. amp.) 
FIGURE 1. Simulation of observables by randomly generated amplitudes: from left to right, P vs. Cll ,
Cnn vs. Cml , P vs. Cll and Cml , and P vs. A and Dnn.
EXPLICIT DENSITY MATRIX FORMALISM
Let us now turn to the formalism of the spin-density matrix. Any diagonal element of the
density matrix ρ is positive, i.e., ρii ≥ 0. For any 2×2 restriction, ρii.ρ j j ≥| ρi j |2. This
is sufficient for this survey. More general relations deduced from positivity are discussed
in Ref.[4, 5].
The density matrix for a polarized set of particles with spin 1/2 is
ρp =
1
2
(I +P.σ) , (1)
where σ = {σ1,σ2,σ3} is made of the usual Pauli matrices, and P is the vector polar-
ization. For the proton target, in our case, P is transverse to the unit-vector ẑ indicating
the direction of the antiproton beam. In the ideal case of a 100% polarised target,
P = sinφ xˆ+ cosφ nˆ , (2)
where nˆ is normal to the scattering plane, and xˆ = nˆ× zˆ. The spin-density matrix of the
initial p¯p state is thus
ρp¯p =
1
4
[I⊗ I + sinφ (I⊗ x̂.−→σ )+ cosφ (I⊗ n̂.−→σ )] , (3)
and we shall adopt the usual convention, see Ref.[6], that whilst the proton spin is
projected on the {zˆ, xˆ, nˆ}, the antiproton one is writtten in the basis {−zˆ,−xˆ,−nˆ}. The
explicit form is
ρp¯p =
1
4 ∑i=0,x,n Pi(I⊗σi) =
1
4

1 −ie−iφ 0 0
ieiφ 1 0 0
0 0 1 −ie−iφ
0 0 ieiφ 1
 , (4)
where P0 ≡ 1, σ0 ≡ I (the identity matrix). If M is the transition matrix (amplitude) of
the reaction p¯p→ ΛΛ, as written, e.g., in [3], the density matrix of the final state ΛΛ
reads
ρΛΛ = MρppM† =
1
4 ∑i=0,x,n Pi M (I⊗σi) M
† . (5)
Using the Pauli matrices of Λ and Λ, respectively, it can be decomposed as
ρΛΛ =
1
4
I0 ∑
j,k=0,x,n,z
[
∑
i=0,x,n
Pi Oi jk (σ j⊗σk)
]
, (6)
this defining
• the differential cross section I0 ≡ (1/4)Tr(MM†),
• the spin observables. Oi jk ≡ Tr[M (I⊗σi) M† (σj⊗σk]/Tr(MM†).
More explicitly,
ρΛΛ(φ) =
1
4
I0(C0 + cosφ Cn + sinφ Cx) , (7)
where
C0 ≡∑
j,k
O0 jk (σ j⊗σk) , Cx ≡∑
j,k
Ox jk (σ j⊗σk) , Cn ≡∑
j,k
On jk (σ j⊗σk) , (8)
The strong interaction responsible for the p¯p→ ΛΛ reaction conserves many discrete
symmetries such as parity and charge conjugation. Thus some observables vanish or
are related to some others. It remains a set of only 21 independent observables. For
those of rank 1 or 2, Oi jk is replaced by the more familiar notation: P (polarization), A
(asymmetry), C jk (correlation), D jk (spin depolarization) and K jk (spin transfer), leading
to
C0 =
 1−Czz −Cxz− iPn −Cxz− iPn −Cnn−Cxx−Cxz + iPn 1+Czz Cnn−Cxx Cxz− iPn−Cxz + iPn Cnn−Cxx 1+Czz Cxz− iPn
−Cnn−Cxx Cxz + iPn Cxz + iPn 1−Czz
 ,
Cx =
 −Dxz +Kxz −iOxzn−Dxx Kxx + iOxnz i(Oxnx−Oxxn)−Dxx + iOxzn Dxz +Kxz i(Oxnx +Oxxn) Kxx− iOxnzKxx− iOxnz −i(Oxnx +Oxxn) −Dxz−Kxz −Dxx + iOxzn
i(Oxxn−Oxnx) Kxx + iOxnz −Dxx− iOxzn Dxz−Kxz
 , (9)
Cn =
 An +Onxx −Onzx− iDnn −Onxz− iKnn −An−Onxx−Onzx + iDnn An−Onxx An−Onxx Onxz− iKnn−Onxz + iKnn An−Onxx An−Onxx Onzx− iDnn
−An−Onxx Onxz + iKnn Onzx + iDnn An +Onxx
 .
The relation ρ11ρ22 ≥ |ρ12|2 gives
(1−Czz)(1+Czz)≥ |−Cxz− iPn|2 , i.e., C2xz +P2n +C2zz ≤ 1 , (10)
which, of course, implies
C2xz +P2n ≤ 1 , C2zz +P2n ≤ 1 , C2xz +C2zz ≤ 1 . (11)
Similarly,
(1+Czz)2 ≥ (Pn +Cxz)2 . (12)
If the polarization of the proton target is introduced, the positivity of ρΛΛ(0) and
ρΛΛ(pi), which mixes the elements of the two blocks C0 and Cn, induces
O2nxx +O2nzx +C2xz +P2n +D2nn +C2zz ≤ 1+A2n . (13)
Here, with the use of the explicit expressions of the spin observables in terms of the
complex parameters, it can be shown that
D2nn +C2zz +O2nzx ≤ 1 , (14)
which leads to: D2nn +O2nzx ≤ 1 and C2zz +O2nzx ≤ 1 and the already-published [3, 7]
inequality:
D2nn +C2zz ≤ 1 . (15)
SUMMARY
Inequalities among spin observables can be derived either from the explicit expressions
of these observables in terms of the amplitudes, or from the general properties of the spin
density matrix. These inequalities provide model-independent test of the data on spin
observables. Similar inequalities can be written down in the case of inclusive reactions or
spin-dependent parton densities [5, 8]. This will be the subject of a forthcoming review
article [9]. The formalism of the spin density matrix is clearly more powerful, and it
suggests a more physical interpretation of the inequalities, which can be read as the flow
of quantum information from the initial to the final state.
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